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Background
January 2022 - March 2023

Since the February 2022 Russian military invasion of Ukraine, the CyberPeace Institute has been documenting cyber incidents in the context of the Russian-Ukrainian war. This includes incidents in Ukraine, the Russian Federation and other countries notably those targeting and/or impacting civilians, civilian objects (including private companies) and infrastructure ensuring the delivery of essential services to civilians. Between January 2022 and March 2023, the CyberPeace Institute has documented a total of 1,537 cyber incidents conducted by 91 different threat actors. The data is available through the Cyber Attacks in Times of Conflict Platform¹ #Ukraine.

The threat actors that were the most active in targeting Ukrainian entities were the hacktivist collectives People’s CyberArmy (99), NoName057(16) (40) and Anonymous Russia (26). Sandworm (19) and DEV-0586 (12) have had the most attacks attributed to them among Russia’s state-sponsored threat actors.

Top 5 targeted sectors:
• Public administration (81)
• Financial (43)
• Media (34)
• ICT (33)
• Transportation (18) & Energy (18)

The most active threat actors conducting attacks against Russian entities were the IT Army of Ukraine (59), the global hacktivist collective Anonymous (49) and Anonymous Italia (37).

Top 5 targeted sectors:
• Financial (42)
• Public administration (39)
• Media (25)
• ICT (21)
• Energy (18)

The most active threat actors conducting attacks were the hacktivist collectives NoName057(16) (431), Anonymous Russia (100) and KillNet (88).

Top 3 targeted sectors:
• Public administration (284)
• Transportation (161)
• Financial (93)

Top 3 targeted countries:
• Poland (173)
• Latvia (92)
• United States of America (83)

The remainder of this report focuses on the incidents documented by the CyberPeace Institute in the first quarter of 2023, January 1 to March 31, 2023. Of note during this period, is that February 24, 2023 marked the one-year anniversary of Russia’s recent military invasion of Ukraine.
Trends and Emerging Issues Q1 2023
Ukraine

- DDoS attacks account for 87.5% of all incidents. The most targeted sectors were the financial (19), public administration (19) and the ICT (10).
- 12 Ukrainian nonprofit organizations were targeted in 5 DDoS attacks or campaigns in February 2023.

- Five incidents have been attributed to Russian state-sponsored threat actors including three campaigns attributed to Sandworm (attributed to Russia’s foreign military intelligence - GRU):
  - CaddyWiper wiper malware used against Ukrainian public administration,
  - SwiftSlicer malware used against Ukrainian private organizations,
  - CaddyWiper and ZeroWipe wiper malware used against a Ukrainian national news agency.
- And two cyberattacks attributed to DEV-0586:
  - Graphiron information stealing malware deployed against Ukrainian targets,
  - CERT-UA discovered a malware, installed through a web shell, which allowed for the modification of content on the webpage, gaining remote access and gathering data from the servers of an unknown Ukrainian public administration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Incidents</th>
<th>% Δ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Financial</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>46.2% t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Public administration</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>58.3% t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ICT</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>66.7% t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Manufacturing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>400.0% t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Trade</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40.0% t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Unknown</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40.0% t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Energy</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>66.7% t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Media</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25.0% t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Nonprofit</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>∞</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Other service</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>400.0% t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Emerging Issues

Latest malware

- Researchers from the cybersecurity company ESET\(^{10}\) discovered the use of a new wiper malware dubbed “SwiftSlicer”, attributed to Russia’s state-sponsored threat actor Sandworm\(^{11}\). The wiper malware, found on the networks of an unknown Ukrainian organization on January 25, was written in GO language and took control of the victim’s Active Directory environment.

- Symantec’s Threat Hunter Team\(^{12}\) discovered the use of a new information-stealing malware dubbed “Graphiron” against the networks of unknown Ukrainian organizations. The cybersecurity company attributed the new malware to the Russian state-sponsored threat actor DEV-0586\(^{13}\). The malware was written in GO language and is designed to harvest information from a targeted device, including system information, credentials, screenshots and files.

- The Computer Emergency Response Team of Ukraine\(^{14}\) discovered the reappearance of a destructive wiper malware dubbed “CaddyWiper”. The CyberPeace Institute has been monitoring the deployment of the wiper malware, attributed to Russia’s state-sponsored threat actor Sandworm, since March 2022.\(^{15}\) The wiper targets Windows-based devices. The latest deployment of the wiper malware took place at the end of January against Ukraine’s National Information Agency “Ukrinform”.

Notable threat actor activity

- There was a 207.6% increase in incidents attributed to the hacking collective People’s CyberArmy.

- The CyberPeace Institute identified three new hacktivist collectives targeting Ukrainian entities:
  - National Hackers of Russia who committed 9 DDoS attacks against entities across 5 sectors including nonprofit (3), public administration (2) and financial (2).
  - Netside Group who committed 5 DDoS attacks against entities across 3 sectors (public administration - 3; financial - 1; ICT - 1).
  - Russian Clay who committed 3 DDoS attacks against entities across the financial, manufacturing and other sectors.

---

Top 10 threat actors targeting entities in Ukraine [Jan - Mar 2023]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threat Actor</th>
<th>Disruption</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Destruction</th>
<th>Disinformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People’s CyberArmy</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoName057(16)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Hackers of Russia (HXP)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mira</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAC-0050</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Clay</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Hackers Team</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandworm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New actors to emerge in Q1 indicated in bold.
**National Hackers of Russia**

A pro-Russian threat actor tracked through Telegram. The group had two Telegram channels where they reported on their alleged DDoS attacks against targets in Ukraine and other countries supporting Ukraine. The group first appeared in late January 2023 (channel created January 20, 2023) and was active until early March, when both Telegram channels were permanently deleted. According to Radware (a cybersecurity company), *National Hackers of Russia* belonged to the *KillNet* hacktivist collective and have responded to calls to act alongside *KillNet*.17 As both Telegram channels have since been closed, the CyberPeace Institute is still investigating whether or not the group continues to operate. However, while active, the group mostly targeted organizations in Ukraine and Lithuania.

**Netside Group**

A pro-Russian threat actor tracked through Telegram. The *Netside Group* channel was created on November 23, 2022, but has been active since January 23, 2023. *Netside Group* is a pro-Russian hacktivist collective that finances its own DDoS attacks against organizations in Ukraine and other countries supporting Ukraine.18 *Netside Group* is likely linked to the *KillNet* hacktivist collective, as they repost messages from the *KillNet* Telegram channel and have also participated in DDoS attacks alongside *KillNet*.19 Since the CyberPeace Institute started tracking the threat actor, the group has primarily targeted organizations in Ukraine, the United States of America and Germany.

**Russian Clay**

A pro-Russian threat actor tracked through Telegram. The group moves from channel to channel with the first channel tracked by the CyberPeace Institute created on February 7, 2023. The second channel was created on March 30, 2023. They recently created a third channel on April 7, 2023. Like other pro-Russian hacktivist collectives, *Russian Clay* primarily uses DDoS attacks against targets in Ukraine and other countries supporting Ukraine. Although the group is in contact with the *KillNet* hacktivist collective20, they are likely not officially part of it. However, *Russian Clay* has joined forces with another group, *Russian Hackers Community*.21 *Russian Clay* has also published a propaganda video on Youtube addressing Russian citizens and Ukrainians.22 Since the CyberPeace Institute started tracking *Russian Clay*’s activities, this group has targeted Ukraine the most, followed by the United States of America.
In February 2023, the month that marked the one-year anniversary of the Russian Federation’s recent military invasion of Ukraine, pro-Russian threat actors conducted 62% of all recorded incidents for the first quarter of 2023. This one-year anniversary is the likely reason for the increase in the activities of pro-Russian threat actors, such as the hacktivist collective People’s CyberArmy activities and the appearance of several other new hacktivist collectives, such as National Hackers of Russia, Netside Group and Russian Clay. At this stage there is little publicly available information to indicate any significant disruption resulting from the recorded incidents which were predominantly DDoS attacks.

The CyberPeace Institute documented five possible incidents against Ukrainian nonprofit organizations in February 2023. The pro-Russian hacktivist collective National Hackers of Russia claimed responsibility for three DDoS campaigns, targeting ten Ukrainian humanitarian funds. Whilst People’s CyberArmy claimed responsibility for the two other attacks; one DDoS attack against a Ukrainian nonprofit union focusing on education development and another DDoS attack against a Ukrainian NGO providing services to the Ukrainian military. All of the processed incidents against Ukrainian nonprofit organizations in Q1, 2023, targeted their websites. Besides the disrupted connectivity to the websites, there is currently no other information available on the additional impacts of these incidents.

**Cyberattacks on Ukrainian entities [Q1 2023 vs Q4 2022]**

- **+36.8%** cyberattacks
- **+13.3%** unique threat actors
- **+46.2%** cyberattacks on the financial sector

**Other notable incidents in Ukraine**

**Disruption**

March 17, 2023

A confirmed DDoS campaign against several online resources of Ukraine’s public administrations leading to the inaccessibility of these resources.23

**Data**

March 12, 2023

A confirmed hack and leak operation against a Ukrainian video game developer. The pro-Russian threat actor, Vestnik TSS, claimed responsibility for the attack and threatened to use the stolen data for blackmail and intimidation.24 The hack and leak operation was allegedly conducted in response to a perceived hostility towards “Russian and Belarusian players” from the Ukrainian video game developer.
Trends and Emerging Issues Q1 2023
Russian Federation

**Incidents**

65

+ 150%

**Sectors**

18

+ 63.6%

**Threat Actors**

6

- 25%

---

**Trends**

- The most targeted sectors in Q1 of 2023 were the financial (15), transportation (9) and media (6).

  **Top 5 sectors impacted in the Russian Federation [Jan - Mar 2023]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Incidents</th>
<th>% Δ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Financial</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>275.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Transportation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>800.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Media</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>500.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Administrative/ Support</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. ICT</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-16.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Several cyber-enabled information operations, conducted by unknown threat actor(s), took place against Russian TV channels and radio stations, likely seeking to influence Russia’s information space. The operations consisted of infiltrating the servers of Russian targets and releasing false information on air alerts and aerial bombardment against Russian targets.

- This quarter saw a decrease in the number of threat actors conducting cyberattacks against organizations in the Russian Federation.

**Notable threat actor activity**

- The CyberPeace Institute has been monitoring a new threat actor, *Anonymous Italia*, since the start of 2023. *Anonymous Italia* has increased its activities against entities in the Russian Federation since the start of 2023; between July and December 2022 they claimed to have conducted 36 cyberattacks against Russian entities compared to 37 cyberattacks in Q1 2023 (33 DDoS and 4 defacements attacks).

---

© 2023 CyberPeace Institute. All rights reserved | TLP:WHITE - Disclosure is not limited. Information may be distributed freely.
Anonymous Italia

The CyberPeace Institute has begun to track a group allegedly representing an Italian faction of the hacktivist collective Anonymous. The group Anonymous Italia carries out mainly DDoS attacks and defacement operations against various targets in different regions of the world. The group, which created its Telegram channel in July 2022, is also present on Twitter and has its own website, carries out mainly DDoS attacks and defacement operations against various targets in different regions of the world. In the context of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the group has come out supporting Ukraine and thus targets Russian organizations. Many of the alleged attacks during this quarter are against Russian companies that have alleged ties to a specific Russian Oligarch.

The CyberPeace Institute noted a 150% increase of cyberattacks against entities in the Russian Federation despite a 25% decrease in the number of unique threat actors targeting Russian organizations. This increase in malicious cyber activities correlates with a slight increase in the activities of the IT Army of Ukraine, and the discovery of a new threat actor – Anonymous Italia. Furthermore, the increased targeting of Russian organizations correlates with a 284.6% increase in DDoS activities.

The CyberPeace Institute also discovered a trend consisting of several cyber-enabled information operations directly impacting the citizens of the Russian Federation. Unknown pro-Ukrainian threat actor(s) conducted cyberattacks against Russian TV channels and radio stations and released false air alerts of missile strikes on the territory of the Russian Federation. The threat actor(s) is highly likely to be aiming to influence the Russian information space by increasing perceptions of proximity of Russian civilians to the conflict, and thus aiming to weaken support for the government amongst the general population.

Notable incidents in the Russian Federation

Disruption

March 1, 2023

KillNet claimed responsibility for a confirmed DDoS attack against a Russian news media website. The hacktivist collective deemed the target as a “foreign agent” after the news media website had published false information about the group.

March 14, 2023

A confirmed DDoS attack against the website and mobile application of a Russian bank. According to the target, the attack affected the bank's mobile and Internet banking, as well as logging into the website.
Disinformation and Propaganda

January 25, 2023
A confirmed defacement operation against all Russian federal TV channels broadcasting in the Belgorod Oblast. The operation replaced the content of the TV channels with a legitimate appeal made by Ukraine's President.30

February 22, 2023
A confirmed cyber-enabled information operation using the servers of a number of commercial radio stations in different regions of the Russian Federation to air information about a false air alert and the threat of a missile strike. 31

February 28, 2023
A confirmed cyber-enabled information operation using the servers of Russian radio stations and television channels to air information about a false air alert.32

March 6, 2023
A confirmed disinformation campaign consisting of messages warning of a false air raid sent to Russian citizens residing in border regions.33

March 9, 2023
A confirmed cyber-enabled information operation using the servers of Russian regional radio stations and television channels to air information about a false air alert.34
**Trends**

- The CyberPeace Institute has documented 475 incidents in Q1 of 2023, compared to 461 incidents documented throughout the whole of 2022. The majority of incidents recorded are DDoS attacks (95.2%).

- The most targeted sectors were the public administration (139), transportation (74) and manufacturing (51).

- Entities in Poland (73), the United States of America (47) and Germany (44) were targeted the most in Q1 of 2023. There was a significant increase in attacks against Germany, Sweden, Slovakia, Japan, Spain, Italy, Denmark and Norway.
Notable threat actor activity

- **Anonymous Sudan** claimed responsibility for 25 DDoS attacks against 5 countries and 8 sectors in Q1 2023. In the context of the ongoing armed conflict, the threat actor has primarily targeted the United States of America (14), the Netherlands (5) and Germany (4). The threat actor targets the health (8), public administration (4), ICT (4), transportation (3) and financial (3) sectors the most.

**Anonymous Sudan**

A pro-Russian threat actor tracked by the CyberPeace Institute through its Telegram channel, created on January 18, 2023. The group has been conducting DDoS attacks since January 23, 2023, on Western countries that support Ukraine and against Western countries deemed Islamophobic by the threat actor group. The group claims to be Sudanese, not Russian. However, in February 2023, the group stated they were now officially a part of the **KillNet** collective. According to Truesec (a cybersecurity company), this group is not an official **Anonymous** collective but was created as a Russian information operation to harm Sweden's NATO integration. Moreover, Truesec states that the threat actor uses paid infrastructure for its DDoS attacks suggesting that they are not simple hacktivists but are being financed.

During this quarter the most active pro-Russian threat actor has been **NoName057(16)**, with a noted increase of 133.6% in its activities compared to the previous quarter. The second most active pro-Russian threat actor is a newly documented hacktivist collective **NetSide Group**. The CyberPeace Institute noted a 60.3% decrease in the activities of **Anonymous Russia** compared to the previous quarter.

During this quarter the most active pro-Russian threat actor has been **NoName057(16)**, with a noted increase of 133.6% in its activities compared to the previous quarter. The second most active pro-Russian threat actor is a newly documented hacktivist collective **NetSide Group**. The CyberPeace Institute noted a 60.3% decrease in the activities of **Anonymous Russia** compared to the previous quarter.

### Top 10 threat actors targeting entities outside the two belligerent states [Jan - Mar 2023]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threat Actor</th>
<th>Disruption</th>
<th>Disinformation</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoName057(16)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetSide Group</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous Russia</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous Sudan</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirai</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Hackers of Russia (HKP)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Hackers Community</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber Cat</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peoples CyberArmy</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The increase in malicious activities in Q1 2023 is highly likely to be associated with the increased support for Ukraine, including the announcements of several countries of increased military support in the form of heavy weaponry. The primary targeting of entities in Poland, the United States of America and Germany by pro-Russian threat actors is highly likely to be associated with the targeted countries’ military support for Ukraine. The significant increase in attacks against Spain, Sweden and Norway is likely associated with the countries' military support for Ukraine (see 'Military aid' section).
**Germany – a significant target**

For the first time since the hostilities launched by Russia in 2022, the CyberPeace Institute noted a sharp increase in malicious cyber activities against German organizations. Germany’s manufacturing (11), health (7) and public administration (7) sectors were targeted the most this quarter, mainly by *NoName057* (9) and *Phoenix* (9). It is highly likely that Germany’s announcement that it would send Leopard 2 tanks to Ukraine led to a sharp increase in targeting by pro-Russian threat actors, particularly against the manufacturer of the tanks.

**Poland – pro-Russian hacktivists’ main target**

For a second consecutive quarter, Poland remains the non-belligerent country most attacked by pro-Russian threat actors. Poland’s public administration (28), transportation (10) and manufacturing (9) sectors were targeted the most, mainly by *NoName057* (38) and *Anonymous Russia* (10). The targeting of Polish entities is highly likely associated with the country’s position as one of Ukraine's leading supporters, providing Ukraine with tanks and pledging MiG-29 fighter jets.
Notable incidents

Data

March 1, 2023

In an attempt to target EU countries aiding Ukraine, APT29, a Russian state-sponsored threat actor, sent spear phishing emails with information concerning the Polish Ambassador's visit to the United States. Another lure used in this campaign was the mirroring of real information exchange systems used by EU nations. The emails contained malware allowing the threat actor to drop files on the victim's machine and move through the victim's network.

Disruption

January 28, 2023

Anonymous Sudan claimed responsibility for a confirmed DDoS campaign against 19 Dutch hospitals. According to sources, the threat actor successfully disrupted the functioning of the hospitals' websites.

March 27, 2023

NoName057(16) claimed responsibility for confirmed DDoS attacks against the websites of the French Senate and the National Assembly. The threat actor successfully disrupted the functioning of the targets' websites.
Harm and Impact

The Russian Federation has been conducting information operations and campaigns targeting the populations in Ukraine and other countries supporting Ukraine. This forms part of its ‘information-technological warfare’ or ‘information confrontation’ approach. By disseminating false or misleading information, it is likely the Russian Federation is aiming to decrease popular support for governments backing Ukraine.

Many Ukrainian allied countries, especially those in Western Europe, have begun to experience what is called war fatigue. Fighting Western war fatigue has even become a central challenge for Ukraine, according to Ukrainian Deputy Foreign Minister Andrij Melnyk. This feeling may be due to the rising cost of living, inflation and overall economic hardship, which could be a consequence of the ongoing armed conflict or other factors such as the COVID-19 pandemic. Thus, to sway the opinion of different populations in its interest, the Russian Federation aims to exacerbate these feelings of war fatigue. Russian information operations target populations living in a broad range of countries to influence them to pressure their governments to either stop supporting - financially and/or militarily - Ukraine, or to persuade Ukraine to negotiate with the Russian Federation to put an end to the war.

Threat actors taking advantage of the apparent war fatigue is likely to be the reason for the increase in cyber incidents by pro-Russian threat actors against countries which are supporting Ukraine, as they have conducted more attacks in Q1 of 2023 than throughout 2022. While DDoS attacks are malicious activities with usually short-term impact on the targets, they can successfully be used to have an impact on the general population. The societal impact of DDoS attacks derives from the disruption of people's daily lives. People may rely on specific online resources for their day to day lives and livelihood; therefore, their unavailability may directly impact the population financially and psychologically. Furthermore, members of the public are more likely to react to the effects of a cyberattack rather than the cyberattack itself.

As RecordedFuture argues “Hacktivism has become symbolic in the public’s perception of the “cyberwar” raging parallel to Russia's war against Ukraine”. Coupled with all other problems in the daily lives of the countries' populations supporting Ukraine, the increase of malicious cyber activities by pro-Russian threat actors is likely to increase the perception of proximity to the conflict, exacerbating the feelings of "war fatigue".

However, not only are pro-Russian threat actors conducting information operations. The series of cyber-enabled information operations, conducted by unknown pro-Ukrainian threat actor(s), consisting of false air alerts about incoming aerial bombardments, also highly likely aiming to increase the perception of proximity of the conflict to the Russian Federation's civilian population. These operations could potentially have an immediate psychological impact on the civilian population, leading to feelings of fear and anxiety.
Continued involvement of civilians

A persistent concern in relation to the cyber dimensions of the armed conflict in Ukraine is the involvement of private persons or groups in carrying out malicious activities. Such an involvement could be determined as a direct participation in the hostilities for which actors could lose their protections from attack (as civilians), and could be held accountable for any violations of international law. On the one hand, a Newsweek article, on a pending Ukrainian draft cyber law, raised several questions on the future status of the IT Army of Ukraine. Claiming to have received a written response from Nataliya Tkachuk, Secretary of Ukraine’s National Coordination Center for Cybersecurity, the new Ukrainian draft law on the creation and functioning of cyber forces reportedly could pave the way for volunteers such as those in the IT Army of Ukraine to be absorbed into Ukraine’s reserve forces. This would go some way to clarifying the legal status, in particular under which legal framework they are operating and the obligations that they must respect.

This would still leave questions with regard to the conduct of other private persons or groups operating from other countries who are conducting malicious cyber activities in relation to the conflict in the name of an “IT Army”, who could potentially be determined to be participating in the hostilities and subject to legal proceedings.

Furthermore, the CyberPeace Institute notes a probable continued involvement of Russian-speaking citizens in malicious cyber activities. KillNet’s forum, one of the most prominent pro-Russian hacktivist collectives, became more popular throughout Q1. The forum provides its registered users access to a multitude of educational materials for conducting malicious cyber activities, including DDoS attacks and social engineering. The forum’s accessibility and provision of such content make it a significant threat. While currently the creation, use and distribution of malware are illegal in the Russian Federation, there are reportedly plans for an amendment to the legislature, releasing threat actors acting in the interest of the Russian Federation from liability, as put forward by Alexander Khinshtein, member of the State Duma and head of the Committee on Information Policy.62
Wider Contextual Considerations

Events

During the first quarter of 2023 there were at least four notable events that took place at an international level. Shortly before the one year anniversary of the Russian Federation's recent military invasion of Ukraine, on February 20, 2023, the President of the United States of America, Joseph Biden, visited Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine. Then on March 17, 2023, two key events took place. Firstly, Türkiye's President, Recep Erdoğan, announced that Türkiye will ratify Finland’s request to join NATO. Secondly, the International Criminal Court issued an arrest warrant for the Russian Federation's President, Vladimir Putin and Children's Rights Commissioner for the President of the Russian Federation Maria Lvova-Belova. On the next day, on March 18, Vladimir Putin visited the Russian-occupied territories of Crimea and Mariupol.

The CyberPeace Institute, however, has not documented any occurrence of cyber incidents that could potentially be related to those four key events.

Heat matrix indicating the number of incidents per week for all countries with more than 10 incidents in Q1 2023 overlaid with documented public announcements of new sanctions or military aid [Jan - Mar 2023]
Sanctions and Statements

For the first quarter of 2023, many countries have shifted focus on tightening previously imposed sanctions. For example, on February 1, 2023, the United States of America imposed new sanctions against entities related to a "sanctions evasion network supporting the Russian military-industrial complex". On February 4, 2023, the European Council, the Price Cap Coalition of the G7 and Australia set price caps for Russian petroleum products to go along with the previous oil price cap on Russian crude oil implemented in December 2022. On the one year anniversary of the war, the United States of America announced new sanctions targeting the metals and mining sector of the Russian Federation, along with the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland which announced sanctions on "every item Russia is using on the battlefield". On February 25, 2023, one year after the beginning of the Russian Federation’s 2022 full-scale invasion of Ukraine, the European Union adopted its tenth package of sanctions against the Russian Federation with the goal of amending and broadening the scope of previously implemented sanctions. However, in order for sanctions to be fully effective, there must be full “alignment and enforcement”. Japan also imposed new sanctions against the Russian Federation on two separate occasions this quarter, specifically on January 27 and February 28.

Military Aid

Since the start of 2023, at least 13 countries pledged to provide tanks as military aid to Ukraine. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland was one of the first countries to agree to transfer tanks to Ukraine, with an announced transfer of 14 Challenger tanks communicated on January 14. Thereafter, until the end of January, more countries announced decisions to donate tanks to Ukraine. The United States of America pledged to deliver 31 M1A1 Abrams tanks. Germany followed the international call and announced that it would donate Leopard 2 tanks. Canada and Spain also announced they would support Ukraine with German-made Leopard 2 tanks at the end of January. Promises for tanks continued throughout February with Portugal pledging Leopard tanks to Ukraine on February 4, 2023. On February 7, the Dutch Ministry of Defense communicated that the Netherlands, along with Denmark and Germany, would purchase 100 Leopard 1A5 main battle tanks for Ukraine. On February 14, Norway communicated their newest tanks-package for Ukraine, pledging to donate 8 tanks. Those tanks were delivered by March 20, 2023. By the end of February, Finland and Sweden also announced they would provide Ukraine with Leopard tanks. Poland, being one of Ukraine’s strongest allies and having supported Ukraine with battle tanks since April 2022, announced it would continue sending more tanks to Ukraine, with the first Leopard tanks having been delivered by Poland on the one-year anniversary of the recent military invasion of Ukraine. On March 16, Poland was also the first NATO member state to announce it would send MiG-29 fighter jets – to Ukraine. A day later, on March 17, Slovakia also declared it would assist Ukraine by sending MiG-29 fighter jets.

Based on the timing of the military announcements and cyberattacks, the CyberPeace Institute considers it unlikely that the cyberattacks against the Netherlands, Canada, Denmark, and Portugal were related to those announcements. On the other hand, cyberattacks against the other countries who’ve made public announcements to provide military aid in support of
Ukraine are highly likely to have triggered retaliatory cyberattacks. For example, the increase in attacks against Norwegian entities is highly likely associated with the weapons’ delivery, as all documented incidents occurred in March. Polish entities were highly likely targeted the most because of the country’s strong support for Ukraine, with the majority of attacks occurring the day after Poland announced that the first Leopard tanks had been delivered.

Since the start of 2023, the United States of America has been the second most targeted non-belligerent country, highly likely associated with the promises for A1M1 Abrams tanks. Germany is the third most targeted country, with the German manufacturing sector being attacked the most after Germany declared it would support Ukraine with Leopard tanks. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland was also targeted by pro-Russian threat actors, with a steady increase of the attacks occurring throughout March, peaking at the end of the month. The increase in attacks coincided with the United Kingdom’s Ministry of Defense announcing the completion of a training program for a group of Ukrainian soldiers. The soldiers reportedly traveled to the United Kingdom in January and received instructions on operating and fighting with Challenger 2 tanks.93 94 Lastly, after Slovakia became the second country to promise to donate fighter jets MiG-29, pro-Russian threat actors increased the targeting of Slovak entities.

The CyberPeace Institute notes that some increases in cyberattacks against entities in particular countries have not been associated with any notable economic or geopolitical activities whilst others appear to be connected with geopolitical statements made by government officials about the ongoing armed conflict itself rather than specific announcements relating to economic sanctions or military aid.

Other Research

During the first quarter of 2023 SentinelOne published research into the activities of one of the most active pro-Russian threat actors NoName057(16).95

Most of the published research into the cyber dimensions of the conflict during this first quarter of 2023 focused on analyzing the malicious cyber activities for the one-year anniversary of the 2022 military invasion. Some of the organizations, which published a summary and impact of the malicious cyber activities, throughout 2022 were:

- **State Service of Special Communications and Information Protection of Ukraine**96 - On March 8, 2023, the SSSCIP of Ukraine published a report on Russian cyberattacks on Ukraine from 2022. The report, which compares Russian threat actor activity from the second half of 2022 to the first half, analyzes different Russian groups, discussing their motivation, methods and tools.

- **RecordedFuture**97 - Recorded Future’s report discussed the impact of the conflict in Ukraine on the cybercriminal ecosystem. According to the researchers, the cybercriminal ecosystem in the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) has been damaged due to divergent views on the conflict in Ukraine. Additionally, the researchers note that the hacktivist collectives are vital for certain information operations.

- **Computer Emergency Response Team of the European Union** - CERT-EU98 analyzed 806
cyberattacks associated with the conflict in Ukraine, outlining the timeline of cyber operations in three phases: preparation (until February 24, 2022), fast and furious (from February 24, 2022 until March 2022), and sustained phase with ups and downs (until February 24, 2023). According to CERT-EU, the most targeted EU countries were Poland, Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania, while the most targeted sectors were the public administration, defense, ICT, civilian, and energy. CERT-EU has recorded incidents by at least 33 pro-Ukrainian and 18 pro-Russian hacktivist groups.

- **The Atlantic Council**[^98] - The Atlantic Council analyzes the role of the private sector in providing assistance to Ukraine, demonstrating Ukraine’s resilience against the Russian Federation’s physical assaults, cyberattacks and disinformation campaigns.

- **Microsoft Threat Intelligence**[^100] - According to the Microsoft Threat Intelligence team, the analysis of the Russian Federation’s cyber activities since the start of the conflict could fit into three periods of the war: Phase one (January until March 2022), Phase two (March until September 2022), and Phase three (September 2022 until today). Microsoft concludes that the cyber and influence operations running in parallel to the Russian Federation’s physical assault have largely failed. Three trends, likely to shape Russian cyber operations going forward, were noted by Microsoft: the use of ransomware as a deniable destructive weapon (e.g., Prestige ransomware used against Ukrainian and Polish transportation sector), gaining initial access through diverse means and the integration of real and pseudo hacktivists for power projection.

- **Thales**[^101] - Thales’ threat intelligence team discusses various aspects of the Russian Federation’s invasion of Ukraine in regard to cyberspace, including the geopolitical and cyber context, cyber capabilities of the belligerent countries, new malware that have been used in the context of the conflict and the rise of hacktivism in regards to the conflict. Thales specifically highlights the different risks due to the conflict, such as non-belligerent European countries being at a high risk of either attacks against Ukraine that spread to European countries or being targeted directly, or other actors may take advantage of the conflict to conduct their own cyberattacks. Finally, the report also gives various recommendations to organizations, so that they may protect themselves.

[^98]: https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/
[^100]: https://www.microsoft.com/threatintelligence
[^101]: https://www.thalesgroup.com/
Report Methodology

This report focuses on the incidents documented by the CyberPeace Institute in the first quarter of 2023. Therefore, analysis only covers attacks and campaigns between January 1 and March 31, 2023. For trends-based analysis, the CyberPeace Institute may refer to numbers during a wider date range, in this case the dates are referenced accordingly in the report. Information within the report is generated from data collected by the CyberPeace Institute and made accessible through the Cyber Attacks in Times of Conflict Platform. Specific details and sources of information regarding any individual cyber incidents referenced in this report can be found in the Attack Details page.

As there is a reliance on publicly available data, the data on documented cyberattacks has been given a classification of certainty based on the reliability of the information source. The classification levels are Possible, Probable and Confirmed. Additionally, the CyberPeace Institute distinguishes between singular incidents and campaigns. When conducting analysis it is instrumental to accurately communicate probability in the assessment of our findings and inferences. The CyberPeace Institute uses the UK’s Defence Intelligence standard for conveying probability; the ‘Professional Head of Intelligence Assessment (PHIA) probability yardstick’. This scale demonstrates broad ranges of certainty or uncertainty that can be translated into consistent language; this language is used throughout this report.

Disclaimer: Base maps are for graphical purposes only and there should be no inference of the borders of a country or territory. The CyberPeace Institute used the naming convention of countries and their categorization based on the United Nations Statistics Division.
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